
JPYNET.100g 1,900
Bright Pack

JPYNET.210g 1,200
Apple Peeling Gel

JPYNET.100g 1,800

Ururun
Hydrating Moisture Gel

JPYNET.25g 3,800

Pore Smoothing
Makeup Base

Repairs pock-marked skin to
make it f lat

Whitening foundation for the whole body

Instant whitening for
the white skin that you
aspire to

All you need once you have
washed your face!!Bright Pack is not only for the hands. It is a whitening foundation which can be used on any part of the body including 

the chest, the upper arms, the legs, etc. Bright Pack covers skin that is exposed by the cut of clothes and tan lines 
to give natural, white skin.

SILKY VEIL SERIES

All women dream to have natural white and smooth skin.
“Silky Veil” helps to bring out of your inner beauty and

perfect looking skin. “Silky Veil Series” used habitually not
only by Japanese, but all over the world!

Silky Veil Bright Pack is  instant skin whitening cream.
Makes bright skin without spots and dullness. The effect 
will last for 12 hours so you can use it before going out for 
special events. It can be used for face, neck, arms and 
legs. Containing “FULLERENES” and “EGF” which would 
remove active oxygen, and improve the skin condition.
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Very easy to use. Apply an appropriate 
amount to the skin and rub in.

Spread right over the skin and wait 
for 5 minutes.

Rinse lightly with water.

Mixing epicatechin contained in apple which gently exfoliate the pore 
clogging dead skin cells and keeps skin clean, moist and radiant.
Massage in a circular motion to roll lift and sweep away dead skin cells. 
Apple peeling gel can be use for face, hands, elbows, knees and heels.

Hydroxypropyl Chitosan helps concealing dark and wide pores, cover your skin and equaled the skin color tone. 
Hydrogenated silk which would promote your skin firmness and elasticity. It's suppress unwanted sebum and 
keep skin smooth.

This is all-in-One gel.
Featuring LITHOSPERMUM OFFICINALE ROOT EXTRACT.
It's promote the skin metabolism and blood circulation, while 
diluting the senile plaques and stains, towards the transparent 
beautiful skin. A variety of herbal extracts giving moisture, 
elasticity and transparency to the skin. BC-Link is committed to the development of OEM/ODM products for client needs.

FACE LOTION
MILK LOTION

BEAUTY ESSENCE
MAKE UP BASE

CREAM all-in-One
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This much dead skin

         after washing…
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